s Profile analysis to find particular points on the shape. Definition of measurement paths by moving gripper to different locations.
Step 3 Sensor offset calculation based on comparision of measured and reference profile positions acquired in a preliminary learning phase
Step 5
Part placement
Step 4 Definition of new path positions. Sensor offsets are sent to correlation matrix to find correct robot path for assembly operation.
Step 2 Profile analysis to find particular points on shape. We had to develop very 'near-vision' software, but it didn't prove too difficult, thanks to our methodical approach and the young, forwardlooking engineers in the team."
Functional and efficient
As already mentioned, the system's high reliability is due in large part to the very accurate and proven one-dimensional (1D) laser sensors.
To measure the auto body profile, 
Gold Model
An auto body manufactured especially to reduce geometrical variations. It is used to establish reference measurements in absolute path adjustment.
CMM (Coordinate Measurement Machine)
A machine designed for auto body or tooling measurements. It is used to measure the auto body Gold Model in absolute path adjustment.
Mastering Fixture
A tool mounted in the assembly station, used for initial calibration of the sensors and adjustments after a sensor replacement.
Body-in-white
The part of the auto manufacturing process that takes stamped parts and produces an assembled body shell complete with closures. At the end of this manufacturing step, the body is ready for surface treatment and painting, and the shining sheet metal looks almost white in color.
Correlation matrix
A mathematical template that changes the sensor offsets into robot position offsets. It contains coefficients that are determined from data collected during the learning phase, when the robot positions are changed and sensor offsets are recorded for each of the robot positions.
